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SOME0 GAMES FOR TEACHING
BEGINNING TESL
by judy E winn bell olsen

PROBLEM marketed as bingo
we sometimes forget that really knowing

what to do with a class labeled ESL I11 the numbers past 10 when we hear them out
that has all the following types of students of sequence is a somewhat difficult task just

try it on yourself in a foreign language youve
those who are at best semiliteratesemi literate studied so this activity is more than just

funziesfunniesfunzies for the beginning and some not
those who have just gotten off the plane and so beginning students

dont know a word of english
those who have been here for years and can a have the students repeat the numbers

communicate reasonably effectively in after you for pronunciation practice you can
broken english take a few minutes out here and there for

those who really know a lot more than theyll quick pronunciation drills on problems such
admit but dont want to be pushed very as the athythfthtth sounds for chinese students
far very fast with numbers like 53 and 35 when they

those who are highly motivated to learn as come up after all the game is really a means
much as they can as fast as they can to an end

those who are in class mainly because its a b be sure to keep tract of the numbers
more enjoyable way to live out the rest of youve called if some of the class members
their years than sitting at home looking are having trouble recognizing the numbers on
at four walls the cards you might write the numbers on the

those who are there on time every every day board for a game or two when someone says
so they wont miss a single word you say he has bingo have him read off the numbers

those who straggle in during the first half hour to be really sure hes got it and for further
of class and often leave 10 or 15 minutes pronunciation practice
early

all of whom speak the same language so they c the next round have the winner become
dont need english to communicate the number caller if you think hes ready for
with each other it more opportunity for directed pronunci-

ation practice youre right there to help the
how best to meet the needs of all of these student if he stumbles and to repeat and

types of students while maintaining general clarify any numbers that the others cant
class interest and some semblance of unity understand

what has worked best for me so far this
semester has been 20 40 minutes daily of d when the class really gets going you can
bingo games of three types also have the number callers give out prizes

1 number bingo while you talk about what theyre doing
2 spelling bingo quismoquizmoQuizmo who is he giving the prize to should she
3 vocabulary bingo give the prize to why class tell

himherhigher to name of number caller

the important thing here of course is not ask the class about what youre doing etc
the game itself as much as the communication
activities that go on before during and after 2 SPELLING BINGO or LETTER BINGO
the game more about that later first an marketed as quizmoquismoQuizmo by milton bradley
explanation of the games and how to use company
them

1 NUMBER BINGO can be bought this one is more easily directed by the teacher
almost any place games are soldseldseid usually than by students but there are many ways
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to handle it and put it in the envelope then write any
word with b on it on another slip underline

a name the letters for a very beginning the b put it in the envelope and so on then
literacy class have the alphabet on the wall or during the bingo game youve got x number
blackboard and ask the students to point out of sets of call cards that you can just read off
the letters in the alphabet before finding them the second letter in man the first letter in
on their cards this helps the slower students beautiful whatever is on the slips of
without making them self conscious this is paper you can use a different set for each
great for contrasting letters that beginning game on the harder words the more
students confuse easily like bv ie vw advanced students playing can help the
pqaq bd gj but after a few rounds of this beginners
it gets pretty old

for bingo prizes at the christmas party we
b ask what letter makes the sound got donations from the teachers of all their

b the sound p what letter can make old white elephants which were wrapped by
all these sounds 0o ff igltaltai and illirl loving and frantic hands in the office and put
answer the letter 0 as in home dog come in a large grab bag watching the winner of

woman and women what letters together each game choose his prize and unwrap it is
make the sound larflirftr P ch what different part of the whole production
letters can sound like ld4l ogjg etc

3 vocabulary BINGO this requires
more preparation on the teachers part but I1

judy winn bell olsen has an ESL think its well worth it
certificate and a MA in english
from UCLA she has ESLtaught a first make up a large bingo grid 25
in los angeles and is currently at squares on a ditto master no words justalemany community college edu-
cation

the squares run off as many copies as youfranciscocenter in san can
where the games mentioned in the
article were developed b take 254025 40 vocabulary items already

learned in class that you want the students to
good for reinforcing the idea that most review 1I also use high frequency short

letters in english stand for more than one phrases such as to us yes he does no
sound and that the same sound can some-
times

im not her book etc write each word
be represented by different letters on a separate slip of paper and put it in an

envelope you will choose the slips at random
c prompt the class with such questions as when you call the game

whats the first letter in bus the second
letter the third letter c heres the tedious part write these

good for spelling and review hold up a words in random order on the grids id
picture whats this whats the first letter suggest making ten fifteen more copies than
in its name etc also good for teaching you have students on an average day you

first second third last etc in text can do it fastest and most neatly if you type
the words as you draw slips from the

weve used this last game at the alemany envelope occasionally re shuffling the slips
student christmas parties the past couple of
years with great success we get one of the d when calling the words you can vary
advanced classes to make sets of call cards the procedure by showing a picture of the
so that we can just run through and call object instead of naming it or asking such
them out without thinking on that rather questions as are we playing bingo does
hectic day he have a bingo card where the answers

yes we are yes he does are the
to have a class help you make the call phrase items they must look for

cards give each student 26 slips of paper
and an envelope then ask them to write any if you do this for every new unit or
word with a in it on one slip underline the a chapter you cover pretty soon youll have a
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nice bunch of bingo sets for vocabulary languages gently guide them into english
review and for the next time you teach the do you have it lets see no you dont
class you can make sets to cover special have it or yes you do you have it
groups of words like parts of the body I1 can see it keep looking do you see it
kinds of food different forms of a verb in a now thats it please read it to me good
particular tense and the appropriate time
words whatever is important to you ive really been excited to see how this has

this last game is also good for more ad-
vanced

sparked some of my older non readers
classes where you can give students theyre really trying now and doing better

an empty grid dictate the words which all the time they are so proud of them-
selvesthey must write on the grids in random order when they find a word without help

andthenand then begin the actual game from me or other students

CAUTION for any semiliteratesemi literate students in but as mentioned earlier the important
your class this last bingo game is much harder part is not the game itself except maybe in
than the number game or spelling game do this last case but the communication that
circulate among the students as you call the can go on before during and after the game
words and determine who is having trouble there are lots of situational reinforcement
show them the slip of paper you have just possibilities as well as opportunities for con
read and let them compare it with whats on textualized pronunciation practice prime
their paper talk about whats happening example correcting the cantonese speakers
theyll be talking to each other in their own fank you to thank you when he is given a

continued on page 18
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SOME GAMES FOR TEACHING
continued from page 8

bingo prize within a limited but meaningful context the students can be constantly exposed
to structures heard in everydayevery day conversation some of which they would not ordinarily leamlearn
in a class until much later

its important not to attempt too many new structures or much new vocabularyy at once
one or two new bits a week thoroughly practiced is enough its a cumulative thing you
keep repeating old structures as you add new ones what follows is a list of what weve done
so far in my class at cumberland this semester roughly in the order weve attempted it

TEACHER STUDENTS

after bingo has been called pointing
who has bingo she does or he does I1 do we do they do

giving a small prize to the student indi-
vidually wrapped penny candy is good for
this

what do we say to her him them congratulations this word in itself is worth a
few minutes of drill

Is this my prize his her your no it isnt

Is this his prize her your yes it is

whose prize is this its my prize his her

are these my prizes no they arent

are these their prizes yes they are

whose prizes are these theyre our prizes their

okay tell me what to do please give a prize to him me her them us
or give him a prize

okay pointing to a different student not the
winner

should I1 give a prize to him her you them no you shouldnt

why not because he doesnt have bingo she I1 they
we dont

finally pointing to the winner or winners
should I1 give the prize to her him them yes you should
you

why because she has bingo he we 1I they have

to winner would you like a prize yes I1 would
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TEACHER STUDENTS

giving prize to winner so that both teacher
and winner have their hands on the prize

what am I1 doing youre giving a prize to

what did I1 do you gave a prize to

why did I1 do it because has bingo

who gave the prikeprize you did

what did I1 give A prize

who did I1 give it to toTQ

where did I1 give it right here in the classroom etc

when did I1 give it just a minute ago

before giving prize
what am I1 going to do youre going to give a prize to

what is going to do going to get a prize from you

what is doing getting a prize from you

what did do got a prize from you

what do you have there I1 have a card and some markers
the ar sound is a good one for practice

how many markers do you have they I1 have markers you we she he
we heheshebesheshe 1I they

whats this what are these this is a card and these are markers

whats that what are those that is a card and those are markers

what kind of card A bingo card

what kind of markers bingo markers

after the class acquires five or six with the grammatically correct reply the first
structures you probably wont want to use time just keep fishing for it also if your
them all in every game as you add more just class is like mine there may be a lot of other
remember to practice them frequently and chatter going on at the same time that
as you get to know your students youll be doesnt mean that the students arent learning
able to direct the more challenging questions many times they are checking with each
to the faster ones and easier questions to the other on the appropriate response or some-

thingslower ones else related to the game mild
please dont expect a perfect chorus of pandemonium reigns as students shout out

answers like a pattern drill youre varying answers disagree with each other and get
structures constantly as we do in real conver-
sation

generally excited about the game when that
and students wont always come back happens its fun enjoy




